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7. Paint over the flesh colour with poster
colour, or leave as watercolour. 

8. Using a black art pen or black writing
pen draw in the curved lines to get Grug’s 
body shape. Outline the rest of the body. 

Draw extra ink lines over the brown stripes 
and legs. 

HOW I DRAW GRuG – by Ted Prior
Use a pencil for steps 1 to 4.

1. Draw the Grug body shape. Note that
the body is a little wider than it is high.

2. Draw the eyes and big nose as shown.
Notice how wide between the eyes and

how wide across the nose.

3. Draw the mouth and hands. 4. Draw the legs and toes.

5. Paint the stripes on Grug using water-
colour or water based markers with a
damp brush. One brown stripe in line

with Grug’s eyes, one brown stripe 
across Grug’s middle and a narrow 

brown stripe at the bottom of the body. 

6. Paint the flesh colour
as shown. Rub out any pencil 

lines still showing.



Find the words below with Grug and Cara… 





Can you colour Grug in? 

Grug 123 

by Ted Prior 

$9.99 

Simon & Schuster AU 
How many wiggling toes? ________ 



 

Grug ABC 

by Ted Prior 

$9.99 

Simon & Schuster AU 

Ss is for Snake 

My name is 

Cara

Can you colour in Cara and trace her name? 











Make your own Grug party hat for your special day! 

1) Asking an adult to help you, cut out the rectangle below along the red line.

2) Next, very carefully, use your scissors to cut along each black line in the pink area, stopping at

the green section to make the feathery part of the hat. Don’t cut them off though!

3) Roll the pink strips around a pencil to make them stick out.

4) Glue along the orange section and stick it to the other side of the hat to make a loop.

5) Finally, make two holes where the black dots are in the bottom green band of the hat and thread

a piece of elastic through the holes and secure with two knots.
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